John Kerry Slams Climate Skeptics and Fossil Fuels, But Sidesteps Keystone
by Alex Guillén
March 12, 2015 - Secretary of State John Kerry railed against climate change skeptics on Thursday, saying that “future generations will not and should not forgive those who ignore this moment, no matter their reasoning,” though he offered no direct clues on whether he would back the Keystone XL pipeline.
Kerry’s speech was the latest warning from the administration about the threat of carbon pollution from fossil fuels and the need to reach a strong, long-term international pact to combat global warming at the upcoming U.N. summit in Paris in December.
“It is time, my friends, for people to do real cost accounting,” Kerry said.  “The bottom line is that we can’t only factor in the price of immediate energy needs.  We have to include the long-term cost of carbon pollution.  We have to factor in the cost of survival.  And if we do, we will find that pursuing clean energy now is far more affordable than paying for the consequences of climate change later.”
But left unsaid by Kerry was whether he or President Barack Obama would need forgiveness from those future generations should they ultimately approve the Keystone XL oil pipeline, which the State Department has been reviewing since 2008.  The project’s application has formally been on Kerry’s desk only since early February, and his recommendation will go to Obama, who has said he will make the final call but is under no timeline to come to any decision.
Kerry’s most passionate words were saved for a basic call for climate action, a warning that if nations fail to act quickly, history will judge harshly.
“Rest assured — not a threat, but a statement of fact — if we fail, future generations will not and should not forgive those who ignore this moment, no matter their reasoning,” he said.  “Future generations will judge our effort not just a policy failure, but a collective moral failure of historic consequence.”
Kerry said it’s time for all nations to embrace green energy and move beyond fossil fuels.  He warned about the long-term costs of climate change, including threats to agricultural yields and increased public health crises.
“Coal and oil are only cheap ways to power a nation in the short term,” he said.  “The costs of those outdated energy sources actually pile up very quickly.”
Kerry also took a shot at Florida Gov. Rick Scott, who was the subject of news reports this week alleging that his environmental department has barred state employees from using the terms “climate change” or “global warming” in emails and other documents.
“We literally do not have the time to waste debating whether we can say ‘climate change,’” Kerry said, referring to the incident but not naming the Republican governor directly.  “We have to talk about how we can solve climate change.”
Scott told reporters on Monday that the reports about the alleged ban are “not true.”
Keystone XL’s foes quickly latched on to Kerry’s rhetoric as another sign he is leaning toward rejecting the project that would link Canada’s oil sands in Alberta to the U.S. Gulf Coast.  “While Kerry didn’t bring up Keystone, he sure brought up more and more reasons why it should be rejected,” said Sierra Club legislative director Melinda Pierce.  “And he’s absolutely right: burning fossil fuels has long-term costs that have to be at the front of our minds when evaluating both the pipeline project and development of the tar sands.”
Kerry and other national leaders “all see the writing on the wall,” anti-Keystone activist Jane Kleeb of Bold Nebraska wrote in an email.
“Sec. Kerry’s words are right and gives us a path for rejecting the risky Keystone XL, as well as focusing on the much bigger fight that we simply can not produce tar sands [oil],” she added.
Also heartening for climate activists were Kerry’s criticisms of the broader costs of fossil fuels — including natural gas, which Kerry said burns more cleanly than coal but still releases large amounts of carbon.
Those comments could spell trouble for Keystone if Kerry applies that carbon argument to his consideration of the pipeline.  The State Department’s formal environmental review last year concluded there would be little environmental risk from the pipeline, which would have “no significant impact” on the development of Canada’s oil sands petroleum.
In comments submitted to State on the Keystone pipeline, EPA said the environmental analysis was based on oil prices that were far higher than current market rates.  Lower oil prices could boost the importance that the pipeline has on the economics behind developing the oil sands petroleum, thus increasing the greenhouse gas impacts, EPA argued.  “Anyone doing ‘real cost accounting’ would certainly see the Keystone pipeline for the absurdity that it is,” 350.org founder and anti-Keystone activist Bill McKibben wrote in an email.  “So let’s hope [Kerry] means it.”
But the pipeline’s supporters maintain that Kerry’s choice is clear.
“The decision on KXL should be based on the facts and the science, and both have concluded the pipeline is safe to build.  The State Department’s 5 reviews all point to a yes on Keystone,” American Petroleum Institute spokeswoman Sabrina Fang said.  “We stand by the State Department’s conclusions that KXL will create 42,000 jobs and that it will have minimal impact on the environment.  Politics should be left out of this decision.”
In recent months, Obama has publicly questioned the benefits of Keystone XL.  Just last week, Obama called oil sands production “extraordinarily dirty” and said there are risks to moving the crude through the U.S. heartland.
“I haven’t made a final determination on it,” Obama said at a town hall in South Carolina, “but what I’ve said is, we’re not going to authorize a pipeline that benefits largely a foreign company if it can’t be shown that it is safe and if it can’t be shown that, overall, it would not contribute to climate change.”
Keystone XL opponents are hoping the the international climate talks could put the pipeline in jeopardy.  “Development of the tar sands and approval of Keystone, that would aid the development of that tar sands, is fundamentally incompatible with the U.S. going to Paris with a commitment to make meaningful reductions in carbon pollution,” Sierra’s Pierce said.
Kerry never came close to mentioning the pipeline during his remarks on Thursday morning.  But he was clear that there is already a straightforward fix for climate change.  “The solution is not a mystery.  It’s staring us in the face.  It’s called energy policy.  Energy policy.  That’s the solution to climate change.  And with the right choices at the right speed you can actually prevent the worst effects of climate change from crippling us forever,” he said.
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